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Abstract. Stata includes a powerful set of tools for constructing a wide array of
graphs. Stata’s graphing capabilities are well suited for describing exploratory or
preliminary data analyses as well as producing publication-quality graphics. Cur-
rently, however, Stata does not have a built-in suite of commands for constructing
various types of files (for example, HTML, TEX, or RTF files) to display multiple
graphs. Such files can be invaluable for organizing and facilitating the interpreta-
tion of the numerous graphs needed throughout an analysis or in the final stage
of a project. In this article, we provide an overview of two commands, graphsto
and graphout, designed to organize and process multiple graphs across various file
types.

Keywords: gr0060, graphsto, graphout, graph, graph export, HTML, RTF, TEX

1 Introduction

For many Stata users, graphs play an essential role in all aspects of an analysis. Graphs
are often used to explore univariate and bivariate distributions of data, to display postes-
timation results for diagnostics, to explore the implications of models, and to efficiently
and elegantly display the results of an analysis. Stata provides a powerful set of tools
for constructing a variety of graphs for all of these uses (Mitchell 2012a,b).

Stata, however, does not currently have a built-in suite of commands for managing
and reviewing the many graphs that emerge at various phases of a research project. It
would be helpful, for instance, to have one file that contains all the preliminary descrip-
tive graphs (for example, univariate or bivariate distributions or matrix scatterplots)
so that users can refer to a single location to easily access, compare, and interpret the
graphs. Similarly, it would be helpful to maintain a file that includes a series of graphs
displaying postestimation diagnostics (for example, residual plots) or collects all the
graphs to be included in an article.

Stata allows users to save a graph as one file in various formats (for example, PNG,
EPS, WMF, and PDF) via the graph export command. However, to review and compare
graphs outside Stata, users must manually move saved graphs to an external word
processor like Microsoft Word or create links to the graphs in programs like LATEX.
When a user is interested in only a few graphs, this is not a difficult procedure. However,
when users want to review more than a few graphs, the process can become cumbersome
and tedious.

A few ad-hoc procedures for constructing files with multiple Stata graphs are cur-
rently available online. In addition, Lo Magno (2013) developed a set of procedures that

c© 2014 StataCorp LP gr0060



966 Collecting and organizing Stata graphs

allows users to transfer graphs obtained in Stata directly into Word documents, but these
procedures are limited to Word running on Windows-based systems. Finally, users can
also write their own Stata code to produce markup language code (Gini and Pasquini
2006). None of these approaches, however, help users to collect multiple Stata graphs
in varying document types.

In this article, we present the two commands that are capable of quickly organizing
Stata graphs and saving them to a single file for viewing. The first command, graphsto,
saves users’ graphs and marks them for graphout. After users have created all their
graphs, they can use graphout to create a new HTML, RTF, or TEX file containing links
to the graphs. When users open this file, the graphs will be displayed and numbered.
In the remainder of this article, we provide an overview of these two commands along
with examples illustrating their use.

2 Description and syntax

Together, graphsto and graphout allow users to quickly create an RTF, an HTML, or
a TEX file that can display a variety of graph formats. For exploratory research, for
example, users often create HTML files that display PNG graphs. To share graphs with
colleagues, on the other hand, users tend to use PNG graphs to create an RTF file, which
can then be converted to a PDF file to embed graphs. Note that graphout will create
HTML files with PNG graph formats only; RTF files on a personal computer can display
TIF, EMF, WMF, PNG, and EPS files. RTF files on Macs can create RTF files that can
display EPS, PNG, and PDF graph formats. TEX files can display multiple graph formats
depending on the TEX package used.

The graphsto command is a wrapper for the graph export command, which out-
puts graphs as a variety of file types, for example, PNG, EPS, and PDF (see [G-2] graph
export for a full list). graphsto exports graphs as the output format specified by
.suffix and collects the names of the graphs as specified by graphname. The user can
also use graphsto to add a title or note. The syntax for graphsto is as follows:

graphsto graphname.suffix
“
, options

‰

Table 1 describes the optional arguments for graphsto.

Table 1. Options for graphsto

options Description

title(string) add a title above graph
note(string) add a note below graph
replace overwrite an existing file
directory list the graph names stored in the global macro
clear clear the graph names stored in the global macro
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Users can also clear stored graph names from memory by typing graphsto clear, and
they can obtain a list of the stored graph names by typing graphsto dir.

The graphout command constructs an RTF, an HTML, or a TEX file (as specified by
.suffix) that contains links to the graphs stored by graphsto. The new file will display
the specified graphs as long as the links are not broken. To embed the graphs, the user
should create a PDF copy of the file containing the links to the graphs. The syntax for
graphout is as follows,

graphout using filename.suffix
“
, options

‰

where filename is the name of the file that will contain links to the graphs that have
been stored with graphsto. Table 2 describes the options for graphout.

Table 2. Options for graphout

options Description

Output (HTML, RTF, and TEX)
replace overwrite an existing file

append append the output to an existing file

Size (HTML and TEX only)
height(string) adjust the height of graphs
width(string) adjust the width of graphs
scale(numlist) adjust the scale of graphs

Layout (RTF, HTML, and TEX)
alignment(string) center, right-align, or left-align the graphs

Text (RTF, HTML, and TEX)
nocount do not add “Figure #” to each graph
basecount(numlist) specify the starting # for “Figure #”

Advanced (TEX only)
placement(string) specify the placement of a float in TEX file

fbarrier(#) add “\FloatBarrier” to every graph in TEX file
document make a stand-alone TEX document
label(string) add “\label{string}” to TEX files
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3 Examples

3.1 Basic example

The following example illustrates using graphsto and graphout to create an RTF doc-
ument containing one graph. For this example, we create a scatterplot of price and
mpg using Stata’s built-in dataset auto.dta. We use graphsto to title the graph and
export it to a PNG format. This command also stores the name of the graph, which we
specified here as Ex1. Because we use graphsto, it is not necessary to specify the title
of the graph in graphout.

. graphsto, clear

. sysuse auto

. graph twoway scatter price mpg, scheme(sj)

. graphsto Ex1.png, replace title(Price by MPG)

. graphout using Ex1.rtf, replace

Executing this code produces an RTF file with the specified title and a link to the
following graph.
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For the links to the graphs in the RTF file (and in all the other files formats) to
work, the graphs must remain in the same file directory as the RTF file. If a user moves
the RTF file to a different directory without moving the graphs as well, then the links
will fail and no graphs will appear. This is important to remember when working with
collaborators. It is possible, however, to save a copy of the original RTF, HTML, or TEX
file with the links to the graphs as a PDF file that contains all the graphs and does not
require the original graph files to be in the same directory.
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3.2 Collecting graphs for exploratory analysis

During the preliminary phase of a project, we often find ourselves constructing numerous
graphs to explore the data. For this type of exploratory analysis, creating HTML files
can be especially useful. The files can be opened in the user’s favorite web browser,
and the user can easily review updates to the graphs by clicking on the refresh button.
For the following example, we again use Stata’s auto.dta. We construct histograms
by price and mpg and then a scatterplot by price and mpg. We also illustrate two
formatting features that are options for graphout: centering the graphs on the page
and resizing the graphs while maintaining the same scale. There are also options to
adjust the height and width of the graphs directly.

. graphsto, clear

. sysuse auto

. histogram price, scheme(sj)

. graphsto Ex2_1.png, replace title(Histogram for price)

. histogram mpg, scheme(sj)

. graphsto Ex2_2.png, replace title(Histogram for mpg)

. graph twoway scatter price mpg, scheme(sj)

. graphsto Ex2_3.png, replace title(Scatterplot price by mpg)

. graphout using Ex2.html, replace alignment(center) scale(0.5)

Executing this code produces an HTML file with links to the following graphs.
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3.3 Constructing graphs in loops

Here we illustrate a more advanced use of graphsto and graphout. Our third example
involves quickly constructing numerous graphs using loops. This procedure can make
exploratory or diagnostic analyses, for instance, much more efficient than examining
the graphs one by one. For this example, we examine scatterplots that include linear
fits for price and six different variables potentially associated with price. After we
construct each graph, we use graphsto to export the graph along with a title. After
the loop, we use graphout to save all the collected graphs in one HTML file with the
graphs left-aligned and resized to the specified height. For HTML files, the height() and
width() options are automatically specified by pixels. For TEX files, users can specify
the units for height or width (for example, 2in for 2 inches or 5cm for 5 centimeters).

. graphsto, clear

. sysuse auto

. foreach var of varlist mpg rep78 headroom trunk weight length {
2. graph twoway scatter price `var´ || lfit price `var´, scheme(sj)
3. graphsto Ex3_`var´.png, replace title(Scatterplot price by `var´)
4. }

. graphout using Ex3.html, replace alignment(left) height(500)

3.4 Adding a graph to a table of regression estimates

Our fourth example involves appending a graph to a set of model estimates stored using
Jann’s eststo and esttab suite of commands (Jann 2005, 2007). The append feature
of graphout allows a user to add a graph (or set of graphs) to an already existing
file. This feature introduces many interesting possibilities. For instance, a user can
add a diagnostic graph to a TEX file that contains a table of regression estimates. The
following example illustrates this using Stata’s auto.dta.

We estimate a regression model with the mile per gallon (mpg), repair record in
1978 (rep78), weight (weight), and length (length) predicting the price of a car, and
we store the results using the eststo command. We are interested in examining the
Studentized residuals, a common diagnostic for identifying potential outliers. Following
our regression, we use predict to obtain the Studentized residuals, and we then create
a histogram and box plot to examine the distribution. We combine the histogram and
box plot into one graph with the two plots side by side. Finally, we use the esttab

command to create a TEX file with the regression results and then use graphout to
append the Studentized residual plots to the regression table.
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. graphsto, clear

. sysuse auto

. qui regress price mpg rep78 weight length

. eststo m1

. predict rstu, rstu

. tempfile g1 g2

. histogram rstu, scheme(sj) nodraw saving(`g1´)

. graph box rstu, scheme(sj) nodraw saving(`g2´)

. graph combine "`g1´" "`g2´", scheme(sj)

. graphsto Ex4.png, replace title(Studentized residuals)

. esttab m1 using Ex4.tex, replace b(%9.3f) se(%9.3f) nogap
> compress title("Price regression") alignment(center)

. graphout using Ex4.tex, append scale(0.25)

Executing the above code produces a TEX file with code for the regression results and
a link to the graph. The following figure illustrates the compiled TEX code for this
example:
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4 Conclusion

Stata has excellent graphing capabilities for tasks ranging from describing exploratory
analysis to producing publication-quality figures. The commands we describe in this
article, graphsto and graphout, are designed to help users collect, organize, and present
multiple Stata graphs. The commands allow users to construct or append graphs to
three different file types (HTML, RTF, and TEX). The examples illustrate some of the
benefits of this capability to manage and view multiple Stata graphs in one file.
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